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HOW 50,000 NEGROES FOUND A NEW WAY TO END RACIAL DISCRIMINATION.

DECEMBER 5, 1955
WALK TO FREEDOM

DECEMBER 21, 1956
VICTORY FOR JUSTICE
IN MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA, 60,000 NEGROES FOUND A NEW WAY TO WORK FOR FREEDOM, WITHOUT VIOLENCE AND WITHOUT HATING. BECAUSE THEY DID, THEY PUT NEW HOPE IN ALL MEN WHO SEEK BROTHERHOOD, AND WHO KNOW YOU DON'T BUILD IT WITH BULLETS. NO ONE PERSON MADE THE MONTGOMERY STORY, BUT ONE MAN'S NAME STOOD OUT AMONG THE HUNDREDS WHO WORKED SO HARD AND SELFISHLY, THAT MAN WAS 29-YEAR-OLD MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., MINISTER OF THE DEXTER AVENUE BAPTIST CHURCH AND PRESIDENT OF THE MONTGOMERY IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION.

THE BASIC BOOK IN THE KING HOUSE WAS THE BIBLE. FROM IT YOUNG MARTIN EARLY LEARNED JESUS' TEACHINGS ABOUT LOVE AND ITS POWER.

AND LOVE THY NEIGHBOR AS THYSELF.

AT CROZER SEMINARY, ONE OF SIX NEGROES AMONG NEARLY 100 STUDENTS, HE WAS ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THE STUDENT BODY AND GRADUATED AT THE HEAD OF HIS CLASS...

WHERE TO NOW, MARTIN? TO BOSTON, FOR MORE STUDY, I NEED TO KNOW MORE BEFORE I START PREACHING.

WHILE HE STUDIED FOR A PH.D. DEGREE AT BOSTON UNIVERSITY, HE MARRIED CORETTA SCOTT, A PRETTY YOUNG SINGER.

I NEVER THOUGHT I'D MARRY A PREACHER.

NORTHERN CHURCHES WERE OPEN TO THE YOUNG MINISTER, BUT IN 1951, MARTIN LUTHER KING AND HIS BRIDE DECIDED TO RETURN TO THE SOUTH.

I'M GLAD YOU CHANGED YOUR MIND.

SOME OF US DON'T LIKE DISCRIMINATION, EITHER, MARTIN.
ONE YEAR LATER, MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA...

I'M A PEACEFUL MAN--BUT I HAVE A GUN. FOR A LONG TIME I THOUGHT I MIGHT HAVE TO USE IT SOME DAY. NOW I DON'T KNOW...

CALL ME JONES. MY NAME DOESN'T MATTER, BUT MY STORY'S IMPORTANT FOR YOU AS WELL AS ME. WE'RE ALL CAUGHT UP IN IT IN ONE WAY OR ANOTHER!

I LIVE IN MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA. I LOVE MONTGOMERY, BUT I'VE HATED IT, TOO. A NEGRO ANYWHERE IN THE DEEP SOUTH HAS A HARD TIME. JIM CROW SITS MIGHTY HEAVY ON A MAN'S SPIRIT.

PEOPLE LIVE SCARED UNDER JIM CROW. I WAS SCARED, TOO. YOU NEVER KNOW WHEN SOMETHING MIGHT BUST OUT, AND I HAVE A WIFE AND BABY.

SNAP IT UP, BOY. I WANT THAT CAR IN A HURRY.

SAY HELLO TO DADDY...

AND HOW'S MY LITTLE BOY TODAY?

DA!

NOW TAKE ROSA PARKS. SHE REALLY HAD COURAGE. SAT THERE IN THE BUS THAT NIGHT AND JUST QUIETLY SAID NO WHEN THE BUS DRIVER TOLD HER TO GIVE HER SEAT TO A WHITE MAN.

FOR THE LAST TIME... ARE YOU GETTING UP... OR AREN'T YOU?

WE USED TO PLAY--THE BABY AND I--RIGHT NEXT TO THE BUREAU WITH THAT LOADED GUN. I WONDERED IF I'D HAVE THE COURAGE TO USE IT TO DEFEND MY FAMILY. LATELY I'VE STARTED TO WONDER IF THAT REALLY WOULD BE COURAGE.
BECAUSE SHE Was Tired AND HER FEET ACHED, ROSA PARKS REFUSED TO GIVE UP HER Seat IN THE BUS. ROSA PARKS Was ARRESTED.

THAT NIGHT I COULDN'T SLEEP. I WAS GETTING SICK AND TIRED OF ALL THIS. I WOKE UP MY WIFE. BUT WHAT CAN WE DO?

SOMETHING OUGHT To BE DONE. ROSA IS A GOOD WOMAN AND NOT A TROUBLE MAKER, THEY HAD NO RIGHT ARRESTING HER!

I DECIDED To TALK TO SOME OF MY FRIENDS, THE VERY NEXT DAY...

THEY MAKE US MOVE IF ANY WHITE PERSON WANTS OUR SEAT. WE OUGHT TO PROTEST--AND NOT RIDE THE BUSES FOR A DAY.

NOW HERE'S MY PLAN...

WE GOT OUT A MIMEOGRAPHED SHEET PROTESTING WHAT HAD HAPPENED TO ROSA PARKS AND CALLING FOR A ONE-DAY BOYCOTT OF THE BUSES.

THERE ARE 50,000 NEGROES IN MONTGOMERY--HOW MANY OF THEM CAN WE REACH WITH JUST A FEW HUNDRED COPIES OF THIS LEAFLET?

LET'S JUST HOPE THAT THOSE WHO READ IT SPREAD THE WORD.

THAT NIGHT, WORD WAS FLASHED AROUND TOWN THAT THE PROTEST WAS SET FOR THE NEXT DAY.

THE NEWSPAPERS OF MONTGOMERY HELPED MORE THAN THEY KNEW.

YOU HEAR THE NEWS?

SURE DID. NOBODY'S GOING TO RIDE THE BUSES TOMORROW.

LOOK AT THIS! THEY'VE PRINTED IT UP BIG FOR EVERYONE TO READ.

THAT'S WONDERFUL. WE COULDN'T HAVE REACHED THAT MANY PEOPLE WITH OUR LITTLE SHEET. NOW EVERYONE WILL KNOW WHAT TO DO.
December 5, 1955 -- The day of the protest, everyone walked...

Or rode in a friend's car... or hitched a ride with Negro taxi drivers.

Our protest is a success! No one's riding those buses.

During the day we formed a committee. That night we had meetings in the churches.

We're calling ourselves the Montgomery Improvement Association. We're going to see to it that Negroes are treated fairly in the buses of Montgomery...

The crowds were huge. We used loudspeakers so that those who couldn't get in could hear what was happening from out on the streets.... I want you to meet the leader we have chosen today... Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.!

At that time I knew Martin Luther King only slightly, but I soon learned that a new and important leader had come on the scene... one America would feel proud of...

You all know of the success of our one-day protest, but a single day is not enough. Let's stay off the buses until we can ride them with dignity. Let's walk to freedom!

This is a nonviolent protest against injustice. Our chief weapons are moral and spiritual forces. We depend on love! Love and goodwill toward all men must be at the forefront of our movement if it is to be successful.
And so began the Walk to Freedom. During the day we walked...at night we held prayer meetings.

Are we going to ride those buses?

No!

Are we going to walk with the feet God gave us?

Yes!

Yes! Better to walk with dignity...than ride in humiliation!

We walked and walked and walked...and sometimes thumbed a ride like any hitchhiker.

Room for everybody! Step right in---there's no charge!

That's just great! Otherwise I have to walk four miles to work.

Things were going almost too good. There was bound to be trouble. But I didn't turn at all! I've been driving straight down the road for more than a mile.

You failed to signal for a turn.

Tell it to the judge, I'm giving you a ticket.

The police officers kept bothering us. They even stopped Martin Luther King's car.

What's the charge, officer?

30 miles in a 25 mile zone. Why don't you people get wise to yourselves and give up this boycott?

We weren't going to give up! We decided to buy station wagons with contributions sent in by white and Negro sympathizers all over the country.

D. J. Simms and Rufus Lewis laid out the routes and pick-up points. Before we realized it, we had a transportation system of our own.
January 30, 1956. Something happened on that
day that touched my heart and did something
to me, Martin Luther King was speaking at a
meeting...

This is a spiritual
movement... Violence will
defeat our purpose.
Violence is not
only impractical
but immoral.

Mrs. King was at home talking to a
friend...

Coretta—did
you hear that?
Sounded like
someone
threw a
brick!

Why don’t we
move into the
back room where
we can talk in
peace?

Suddenly...

Reverend King! First thing I want you to
know is that Coretta and the baby are all
right. Then I’ve got to tell you they’ve just
exploded a bomb in your home!

Martin Luther King rushed home. A crowd was
gathered outside. They were in an angry mood,
wanting to answer violence with violence, and then
King spoke to them.

Please
be peaceful. We believe in law
and order. We are not
advocating violence. I want you
to love our enemies... for what
we are doing is right. What
we are doing is just—and
God is with
us.

Later, we walked back through
the night to
our homes...

If a man can
see his home
bombed and not
right back—except
with love—then
there is hope
for all of us.
THOUGH WE TRIED TO LOVE OUR ENEMIES, THEIR HEARTS WERE NOT SOFTENED TOWARD US. IN THEIR ATTEMPT TO BREAK UP OUR BUS PROTEST, THEY INDICTED 93 OF OUR LEADERS, INCLUDING E.D. NIXON, OF THE SLEEPING CAR PORTERS UNION.

WE WERE THRILLED TO SEE MANY OF OUR LEADERS SURRENDER WITHOUT BEING HUNTED DOWN...

LOOKING FOR ME? WELL, HERE I AM.

THOSE ARRESTS WERE LAST MINUTE DESPERATION MEASURES ON THE PART OF THOSE WHO KNEW THAT SOME DAY SOON, RIGHT AND JUSTICE WOULD PREVAIL, AS REVEREND RALPH ABERNATHY SAID...

AT THIS MOMENT, THE SUPREME COURT IS CONSIDERING OUR CASE AGAINST THE BUS COMPANY. ONE DAY SOON WE ARE GOING BACK TO THE BUSES. WE MUST GET READY FOR THAT DAY.

WE BEGAN TO MAKE PREPARATIONS FOR WHAT WE WOULD DO WHEN WE GOT BACK ON THE BUSES. THINGS WOULD BE DIFFERENT. WE ACTED IT ALL OUT.

NOW, I'M THE BUS DRIVER, AND CATHERINE HERE IS COMING ABOARD TO PAY HER FARE. AND SHE'S COMING IN THROUGH THE FRONT DOOR!

MOVE ALONG, THERE! GET TO THE BACK OF THE BUS!

THANK YOU, MR. BUS DRIVER, BUT THE BACK IS CROWDED. I THINK I'LL TAKE THIS EMPTY SEAT HERE.

WELL, YOU'RE SUPPOSED TO GO TO THE BACK.

ARGUING WON'T HELP. I'LL JUST SIT QUIET.

THAT WAS HOW WE GOT READY TO GO BACK ON THE BUSES. TO MAKE SURE WE WOULD NOT BE ACCUSED OF VIOLENCE, WE DECIDED TO CLASP OUR HANDS IN OUR LAPS AND NOT USE THEM AGAINST ANYONE, NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENED.
Then I saw a news dispatch that made my heart jump...

U.S. Supreme Court has declared bus segregation illegal in Montgomery!

But now it was different for all of us. We all just smiled. And that did something to the man who shouted. The newspaper fellows took his picture...

Hey! You're smiling! I thought you were mad at these people!

I am! But it's pretty hard to stay mad when they don't fight back!

One bus driver made a woman pay her fare twice.

Here! Take back your fare--I don't want you praying for me!

On another bus, someone slapped a woman.

I could really wallop him--he's smaller than me! But I'm going to remember what Reverend King told me about peace and non-violence. I'll just keep my hands clasped that way. There won't be any trouble.

At first, a few buses on night runs were peppered with shotgun blasts.

Crash!

Then things seemed to quiet down. It was a false quiet.
The Ku Klux Klan paraded through the streets... Crosses were burned in the night...

Then the night bombings began. There were seven of them.

One of the homes bombed was that of Reverend Robert Graetz, White Pastor of a Negro Lutheran Church, who had been one of us right from the start.

I am planting a tree in this bomb crater to remind us that in the midst of death, there is Life... and hope.

Negro churches were bombed and an unexploded bomb was found on King's front porch, but now Montgomery's law-abiding white citizens turned against the violence.

It's got to stop. These bombings are giving Montgomery a bad name.

I agree. The bus fight is over anyway. It's the law of the land.

If what happened here is a victory for anyone at all, it's for all Montgomery. We respect ourselves more and we know that the idea of love and non-violence is spreading. I've thrown my gun away. It had gotten much too heavy for me ever to lift again.
MARTIN LUTHER KING TELLS
HOW A NATION WON ITS FREEDOM
BY THE MONTGOMERY METHOD

YEARS BEFORE OUR WALK TO FREEDOM,
A COUNTRY OF 300,000,000 PEOPLE WON
ITS INDEPENDENCE BY THE SAME
METHODS WE USED...

"MAHATMA GANDHI STARTED HIS
CAMPAIGN FOR FREEDOM IN INDIA
IN 1919. IT LOOKED HOPELESS. THE
BRITISH EMPIRE WAS THE STRONGEST
THE WORLD HAD EVER KNOWN. INDIA'S
PEOPLE WERE POOR AND POWERLESS."

"THE NEW CAMPAIGN MEANT SUFFERING AND
EVEN DEATH. WHEN GANDHI CALLED ON THE
PEOPLE TO FAST AND PRAY TO PROTEST A BAD
LAW, THE BRITISH SHOT DOWN HUNDREDS OF
THEM AT AMRITSAR. IT RAISED HORRIFIED
PROTESTS ALL OVER THE WORLD."

AGAIN AND AGAIN THEY PUT GANDHI IN
PRISON, BUT THAT DID NOT STOP HIM.
HE WOULD WAIT PATIENTLY, THINKING AND
PRAYING, AND AS SOON AS HE WAS OUT WOULD
START AGAIN..."

"MILLIONS OF THE POORER PEOPLE IN INDIA WERE
CALLED 'UNTOUCHABLES!' THEY COULD NOT EVEN
USE THE PUBLIC HIGHWAY. GANDHI RENAMED THEM
'HARIJAN--CHILDREN OF GOD,' AND LED THEM TO
STAND IN THE FORBIDDEN ROAD. IT TOOK 16 MONTHS
OF STANDING, BUT THEN THE POLICE GAVE IN AND
LET THEM PASS."
"The British put a tax on salt, and said Indians could not make their own salt. Gandhi walked with his followers 200 miles to the sea to break the law by gathering salt. Soon the jails were overflowing with Indians—and the British did away with the salt act.

"It became harder and harder for the British to keep control. Their jails were filled with India's best-loved leaders, including such men as Nehru, who later became prime minister."

"Besides, the news that British soldiers were shooting unarmed men and women and putting leaders in jail, was troubling the British at home."

"...finally the British gave in and granted India's independence. Gandhi had made a revolution without firing a shot."

"It wasn't easy. It took years of nonviolent struggle, many long hours of prayer and suffering. The Indians were shot and beaten, but never licked. They won their freedom—and something else, too. They won the friendship and respect of the British. This is the unusual thing about nonviolence—nobody is defeated; everybody shares in the victory."
HOW THE MONTGOMERY METHOD WORKS

In Montgomery we used this nonviolent Christian action to get Jim Crow off the buses. It can be used anywhere, though, against any kind of evil. Here is how it works.

First, remember that you can do something about the situation, not just the government, or some big organization, but you. God says you are important. He needs you to change things.

The second thing is much harder. God loves your enemy, too, and that makes him important to you. You have to see him as a human being, like yourself. You have to try to understand him and sympathize with him.

To see your enemy as a human being, you have to stop seeing him as your enemy. Even when he does cruel, heartless things to you, he is a child of God. He is your brother, even when he hurts you.
Hardest of all, you have to help your enemy to see you as a human being. He has to see you as a person who wants the same kind of things he wants: love, a family, a job, the respect of his neighbors.

It will be easier for him to see you this way if you act like a brother. So, even when he tries to hurt you, you must not strike back. Even in your thoughts, you must not strike back. You must go on loving him. Like the schoolgirl in Little Rock, you must say, "Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do."

This does not mean giving up, though. It is wrong for this brother of yours to treat you as though you were not a human being, and it would be wrong for you to help him treat you this way. You have to do something to stop him.

He is a human being and so he can treat you badly only because, somehow, he is afraid of you, or of what you might do to him. If you try to stop him by using violence and by "getting even," he will be sure he is right in being afraid of you.

If you show him love, though, you start to take away the reason for his fear and you make it harder for him to go on hating you. Here's how to go about it.
First, decide what special thing you're going to work on. In Montgomery, it was buses, somewhere else it might be voting, or schools, or integrated churches. Don't try to deal with everything wrong at once.

Second, be sure you know the facts about the situation. Don't act on the basis of rumors or half-truths. Find out.

Third, where you can, talk to the people concerned. Try to explain how you feel, and why you feel as you do. Don't argue—just tell them your side, and listen to theirs. Sometimes you'll be surprised to find friends among those you thought were enemies.

Next, be sure you are ready. Join with others who feel the way you do. Have someone with experience come in to tell you how to get ready. Try practice situations as we did in Montgomery. Make sure you can face any opposition without hitting back, or running away, or hating.

When you are ready, then go ahead, and don't turn back no matter how hard the way or how long the struggle. When my friend, the Rev. Ralph Abernathy, found himself about to be put in jail in Montgomery, he prayed, "God, I'm afraid to go to jail. I've never been in jail before. If I go, God, will you go with me?"
AND GOD ANSWERED:
"RALPH, YOU GO AHEAD TO JAIL, AND WHEN YOU GET THERE, YOU'LL FIND ME WAITING THERE FOR YOU. THAT'S HOW IT WILL BE WITH YOU, TOO. WHEN THE GOING GETS HARDEST, IF YOU REMAIN TRUE TO CHRISTIAN LOVE, YOU'LL FIND GOD WAITING THERE FOR YOU, HOLDING YOU AND SUPPORTING YOU, GIVING YOU A VICTORY FAR BEYOND WHAT YOU HAD HOPEP."